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Many standard AR devices, such as the HoloLens 2, have limitations in displaying fast motions, like the ones required to visualize moving

or vibrating objects. One reason for this is the low computing power compared to other technologies, resulting in frame rate drops.

Further, established visualization enhancement methods, such as anti-aliasing, cannot be applied because of their high computational

demands. Therefore, we have looked at possible alternatives on the HoloLens 2 for displaying vibrations more realistically as long as

these technical limitations exist. We have chosen to examine vibrations as they are widely used for different use cases, like creating

feedback, communicating the success of interactions, and generating a better scene understanding.

In a user study, three different effects were evaluated against a baseline method, which was the representation of a vibration using

a sinus function to calculate the displacement of the object. We found that an effect where the edges of the AR object are blurred

(continuously with changing intensity) is perceived as significantly more realistic than other effects and the baseline method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, technological improvements in hardware and software have led to ever-increasing fidelity in visual

representation [19]. While some technologies can take advantage of these advances, portable standalone technologies,

such as optical see-through Augmented Reality (AR) glasses, are not able to reach the same level of quality that stationary

systems can achieve. In this work, we focus on that device category, which is currently limited by available hardware.

For example, the Microsoft Hololens 2, one of the dominant AR headsets on the market, has a battery of limited

capacity to ensure a usable form factor. This, along with the integrated processor, existing display technology, and

protection from potential heat exposure, results in limited performance. As a result, some visual effects that are

well-established on other platforms are difficult to implement. For example, Microsoft states that anti-aliasing, a post-

processing method to smooth motion, does not run on the Hololens 2 and should not be attempted, as the computational

requirements can lead to large performance drops [18]. Instead, effects could be imitated using shaders [18]. While

the example of anti-aliasing is a computationally intensive process, the same problem arises with processes that are

typically not computationally demanding, such as visually representing a vibrating virtual object. A visual vibration
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refers to a non-physical vibration that visualizes the expected characteristics of one, thereby inducing the feeling of

experiencing a vibration. In this work, we aim to increase the realism of moving, in particular vibrating, objects for the

state-of-the-art AR headset Hololens 2.

Besides performance limitations, the inclusion of the real world in AR results in some alternative approaches to

display motions and vibrations not being transferable to this technology. For example, in fully virtual environments, the

scene camera could be displaced to emulate vibrations, driving on uneven ground, walking, or shaking. When taking a

look at AR, however, this technique does hardly work as the real world visible to the user cannot be altered. Therefore,

such an effect can only be accomplished by manipulating the virtual objects in the scene directly.

The most common way of manipulating a virtual object to represent a vibration is to use a sinus function for

movement. This was used, for example, to suggest the haptic sensation of stiffness [15]. In this approach, which was also

carried out on a HoloLens 2, the virtual object vibrated with a very low frequency. This is due to the fact that technical

limitations have already become apparent here and limit this effect. At the same time, it shows that certain visual effects

and the resulting visual feedback can be used to generate haptic sensations, which is a standard method in research

(i.e., weight [27], shape [3], size [4], or stiffness [42]). Further, visual vibrations can also be used to emphasize some

events, such as the chiming of a cartoon clock (known as Non-Photorealistic rendering) [11], or to give the impression

of walking like a heavy creature by shaking the scenery [38]. Besides, visual vibrations can be a form of feedback to the

user when they touch a virtual object [13] or are used to create or strengthen pseudo haptic feedback [12]. As vibration

is a standard haptic feedback technique in human-computer interaction, which cannot be supported by AR glasses that

support audio and vision only, the visual representation of vibration feedback gains importance here. As described

earlier, AR glasses lack quality when it comes to displaying vibrations, which motivates the research presented here.

In a technical evaluation with the HoloLens 2, we found that the effective frame rate, and thus the frequency at

which vibration can be presented, is limited to roughly 40 Hz, which we discuss in more detail in Section 3. Due to

this and the lack of other common approaches (i.e., anti-aliasing), this work investigates which visual effects could

improve the visual representation of a vibration. While making AR devices more powerful would also be possible, this

could lead to a decrease in runtime and increased costs. Visual effects are, therefore, an alternative. At the same time, a

solution working on low-power devices is more universal and scalable.

To determine which visual effects are most likely to be used to represent vibrations, we have used various effects.

These are known from other fields or everyday experiences. These were then tested in a controlled lab study against

a conventional method of representing a vibration by moving the vibrating object at a high frequency and against a

control condition in which no motion was present. In our study, we found that an effect applied on the virtual object by

being blurred at the edges with a shader performed statistically better than our other tested effects, the baseline, and

the control condition.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this work, we explore which effects can be used to improve the visual representation of a vibrating virtual object.

Therefore, we reviewed methods to improve the visual representation and performance of virtual objects. These were

technical solutions as well as approaches based on users’ perceptions.

2.1 Technical Challenges

Presenting virtual environments and experiences on screen has benefited from increasing the resolution and pixel density

of displays over the last years [19]. This is true for all kinds of display-using media, including immersive technologies
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like VR and AR. In order to achieve convincing image quality while using a reasonable amount of computing power,

several methods are used to improve visual perception as much as possible without losing too much quality [19].

Most of the investigated methods aim at optimizing rendering performance when limited time and resources are

available [2, 43]. Depending on the target platform, methods can be applied more or less easily to that platform. A

challenging platform for using various effects is immersive AR, which requires two images of a scene in high as possible

resolution, a high frequency of frames, and aesthetics merging between virtual and real environments. Because of these

properties, AR is especially dependent on looking at established methods for graphic optimization, such as Foveated

Rendering, Ray-Tracing, Level of Detail, and Post-Processing effects.

2.2 Rendering Techniques

Foveated Rendering makes use of different aspects of the fovea by only rendering the region where our eyes focus

on in full resolution and displaying everything else in lower density [40]. Kim et al. focussed on designing a dynamic

foveated AR display examining the fusion of real and virtual content, which will influence the rendering results [17].

As they found out, controlling the degree of fusion for having images of different qualities in different regions of vision

is still challenging.

Ray-tracing is an image synthesis method where a 2D image is created from a 3D world [6, 10, 33]. While it creates

realistic lighting, occlusion, and shadows in a scene, it is rather computing intensive [29]. Therefore, it was not suitable

to be used in interactive real-time applications, and instead, other graphic pipelines were used. With modern Graphics

Processing Units (GPUs), it became possible to enable ray-tracing for a specific part of the rendering process, such as

reflections [1, 28]. As these are usually unavailable for AR devices, research was conducted to explore optimizations on

ray tracing to make it feasible for AR applications [29].

Another example is Level of Detail (LOD), which alters the quality (complexity of models, resolution of textures)

of objects that have to be rendered based on the distance they are in the scene [14]. LOD has been explored for AR,

exemplary for glanceable AR interfaces or 3D games and other smartphone applications [8, 37]. Daskalogrigorakis et

al. investigated using LOD for AR interfaces, as complex interfaces often result in unintentional eye gaze interaction

and selection [8]. To solve this, they used glanceable 2D interfaces with compact information and the possibility to

activate additional interactions like touch input. Syaputra et al. explored the limitation of increased processor workload

and increased devices’ heat when running AR applications on smartphones [37]. They used the distance between the

camera and marker to change the LOD of presented virtual objects. They were able to reduce the processor’s workload

and reduce the temperature of the device.

2.3 Post-Processing Methods

Other than the named examples, post-processing effects are methods applied at the end of the rendering pipeline,

modifying the so far created images. Anti-Aliasing is one of those post-processing effects that visually smooth edges in

an image by recoloring adjacent pixels. While such effects are commonly used on laptops and desktop computers, their

use is usually demanding in computer power and therefore discouraged to use on AR devices [18, 29].

While all these methods provide good rendering results on other platforms, they are currently not fully implementable

for AR. Besides these approaches, all relying on technical measures, there exist effects based on the perceptions and

experiences of users. For example, Motion Parallax induces the illusion of depth by translating two-dimensional

background layers at different speeds, moving content slower the further it is away [9, 26, 31].
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Similarly, non-photorealistic rendering uses exaggerated presentations of actions in a scene to underline what is

happening. Inspired by comics and cartoons, Kawagishi et al. developed a deformation algorithm that emphasizes

movements in a scene [16]. They propose different techniques to support the movement: for example, adding lines

along the path the object takes, leaving after-images of the moving object behind, and deforming the object’s contour

at its rear side. Every effect was further experimented with by using different properties, i.e., amount, length, and color

of the added lines. Similar effects have been successfully used in racing games, adding blur to the background or lines

at the rim of the vehicle to emphasize its speed [25, 32, 39].

Another blurring effect closely related to the cartoon blur is the motion blur. This effect is also commonly used for

the perception of objects in motion. Motion blur is the result of combining relative motion and light integration taking

place, for example, in films [20]. Navarro et al. presented different methods to simulate motion blur and explained how

these methods work. As motion blur can require high computational costs, Park et al. investigated how motion blur can

be used for rendering in AR. They found warping of images under 3D perspective as an alternative to 3D rendering for

creating blurred images at a very low computational cost [22].

As such approaches – of using visual effects to inducemotion or vibration perception – are usually not computationally

demanding, they might be a starting point to investigate how to represent motions and vibrations otherwise – due to

current technical limitations – not possible in the context of AR. We address this research gap in the presented paper.

3 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION & EFFECT DESIGN

Visual effects were designed with the intent to reach better realism of motion/vibration visualization on AR state-of-

the-art devices, such as the Hololens 2. As that design bases, inter alia, on properties and limitations of the device,

hardware limitations of the Hololens 2 will be discussed, as well as how they were identified and how they differ from

other devices and applications. Lastly, the motivation for the chosen effects and the choice of a baseline comparison

condition is presented.

3.1 Technical Limitations

For the technical evaluation of the Hololens 2, we first examined the frame rate of the device. This was done by recording

time stamps in a CSV file during the visual vibration of a virtual object. The visuals were created by moving the virtual

object along one axis with a sinus function. The recorded time stamps were then used to calculate the effective frame

rate of the device. This evaluation showed that the frame rate of the HoloLens 2, in our application, was roughly 40 Hz

most of the time (78 %). This is in line with a movement frequency of 40 Hz, resulting in the object being static and

its movement not being noticeable. As a result, the movement of the virtual object, even at small amplitudes (2 mm),

looked more like flickering since the steps in position changes were too large to represent smooth motion.

There exist a variety of effects that could potentially improve the visuals, for example, motion blur and anti-aliasing.

While techniques requiring a lot of computational power (anti-aliasing) are not supported on HoloLens 2 and are

therefore not recommended by Microsoft [18], other alternatives like shaders are advised and used for some effects

presented in this work.

Concerning these existing hardware limitations, we examine which alternative approaches can be used to create a

visual vibration and how to achieve the most realistic representation.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Images of the baseline condition and the three effects used within the study: (a) shows the baseline condition, where the

movement of the gray cuboid was calculated using a sinus function. (b) is an extension of the baseline condition, using three instead

of a single virtual cuboid, each shifted in its phase of the sinus function movement. (c) displays the effect of blurring the edges of the

virtual object itself instead of the background. The shader was applied with a continuously changing intensity from 0.1 cm to 0.6 cm.

(d) presents the visual effect of the background blur where a shader was used to blur the checkerboard texture where the cuboid was

placed on. Equal to (c), the intensity of the shader continuously changed.

3.2 Visual Effects Design

In the following, we describe the baseline method of creating a visual vibration of an object, as well as the different

visual effects proposed as alternatives. Further, we describe how the effects were chosen, designed, and implemented.

For every condition, the participants looked at a virtual cuboid placed on a plane with a checkerboard texture; see

Figure 1.

3.2.1 Sinus Motion. As our baseline condition to which we will compare all used visual effects, we have chosen to

present the vibration of the virtual object by a displacement animation defined through a sinus function with an

amplitude value of 0.6 cm; see Figure 1a. We conducted the pre-study with a team of 6 researchers. Different amplitudes

(0.2 cm, 0.4 cm, 0.6 cm, 0.8 cm, 1 cm) were tested, and 0.6 cm was found to be the best recognizable and, at the same

time, not too much to be perceived as unrealistic. The linear increase of 0.2 cm between the amplitudes was chosen

based on Weber-Fechner law and Steven’s power law [21, 34], and 0.2 cm was found to be a small step but still being

recognizable by the participants. The frequency chosen for the sinus function was 40 Hz due to the limitation of the

device, as mentioned before. The following formula was used for the calculation of the displacement:

𝑥=𝑥0 + sin(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 · 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 · (2 · 𝜋)) · 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒

This method is commonly known as the representation method for calculating vibrations [11–13, 38]. It is used in

previous research, including visual vibration representation on a HoloLens 2 [15], as well as in this and other scientific

fields to describe a vibration (i.e., as a visual indicator to provide feedback [13, 38]). Because of these varied and frequent

uses, we took this established method as a baseline for comparison. This method was also used while calculating the

effective HoloLens 2 frame rate.

3.2.2 Multiple Objects. For the condition of multiple objects, we stacked three objects with the sinus baseline effect on

top of each other and started their animations consecutively to strengthen the perceived vibration in comparison to

the baseline; see Figure 1b. These two additional objects were copies of the base virtual cuboid. The calculation of the
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movement was the same as for the baseline, as well as the frequency (40 Hz) and the amplitude (0.6 cm). Still, every

additional object was presented with a periodical phase shift of half, respectively, a third of the phase compared to the

main object. This means that the displacement starts at the same time for every single cuboid, but due to the phase

shift, they are all at another state of the sinus function and, therefore, at another place:

𝑥=𝑥0 + sin((𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − Δ𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒/2) · 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 · (2 · 𝜋)) · 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒

𝑥=𝑥0 + sin((𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − Δ𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒/3) · 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 · (2 · 𝜋)) · 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒

With this effect, it still looked like there was only one object, but the movement did not look that erratic anymore.

With this smoothing of the movement, we aimed to mimic the effect of anti-aliasing on a lower level, but also without

the need for high computational resources; see Section 2. While anti-aliasing smooths edges by recoloring pixels, we

smoothed the movement by adding two objects, which had the effect that more motion states were shown on the

screen. Therefore, the jumps between positions of one square were reduced using three squares, resulting in a more

continuously looking motion.

3.2.3 Object Blur. One effect we used for representing a vibrating object is blurring the virtual object’s edges in

changing width, while the object itself did not move; see Figure 1c. Therefore, we took a shader where a float value was

used for the displacement distance (blurring) of the object’s edges. The strength of the blur shader could be adjusted to

blur the edges of the virtual object over a range (from 0.1 to 0.6 cm). The maximum value here (0.6 cm) was the same as

the amplitude used for the baseline. The frequency of displaying the different strengths was set to the frame rate of the

device, resulting in 40 Hz. We used the object blur as this effect is inspired by real-life experiences, such as the vibration

of strings of a musical instrument, which move so fast that we only perceive them as unsharp or blurred. We also know

motion blur from photography and video frames when capturing a fast-moving object, which has been used in previous

work as non-photorealistic motion blur [16] or motion blur [22]; see Section 2. Even if motions blur is commonly used

for continuously fast-moving objects, we found it valuable to investigate if this also works for a fast motion in place.

3.2.4 Background Blur. For this effect, the virtual cuboid did not move at all. Instead, we blurred the plane the virtual

object was placed on, with changing strengths using a shader; see Figure 1d. Within the shader, a float value was

used for the displacement distance (blurring) of the texture to the side. This value set the strength of the blur effect

and ranged from 0.1 to 0.6 cm. The maximum value of this range (0.6 cm) was taken from the amplitude of the sinus

movement, as also done for the object blur. The strength of the blur effect was set in the update function and changed

related to the frequency of the device, which in this case was 40 Hz. By blurring the plane, we aimed to create the effect

known from the vection illusion [30] or also known from motion parallax [9, 31]; see Section 2. While the mentioned

methods have the effect that an object is perceived in motion even if standing still, we aimed at investigating if a known

illusion, like vection, also can be applied to virtual objects.

For all effects, we expected that the sensation of visually perceiving a vibrating object would occur by providing

well-known vibration-representing visual effects. Besides the standard method of Sinus Motion, we chose the three

alternative effects, as they are all related to motion in other closely related contexts. In addition, they can all be

implemented with shaders or techniques that do not rely on high computational power.
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4 USER STUDY

We aimed to explore how the visual effects simulating an AR object vibration can be perceived as more realistic than

the baseline implementation that suffers from technical limitations. Therefore, we determined the following research

question:

• How can we improve the impression of visually perceiving a vibration of an object displayed on AR glasses

without anti-aliasing and a frame rate limitation of 40 Hz?

4.1 Experiment Design

As our goal was to explore if we can increase the realism of visually perceived vibrations and determine through which

effect this is possible, we tested different known visual effects within our study. We designed a controlled experiment

with a 5x1 within-subjects design and the independent variables visualEffects (sinusMotion,multipleObjects, objectBlur,

backgroundBlur, no effect). The visualEffects align with the effects presented in Section 3. Additionally, no effect was

added as a control condition where no effect was displayed.

The dependent variables were, vibrationRecognition (to explore if the effects worked as intended), perceived-

Strength (to measure how strong the vibration appeared to the participants), realism (as a measure if the vibration

was perceived as realistic), and realistic appearance factors (to identify reasons that supported or prevented a

realistic look of the vibration).

4.2 Measurements

To explore if the effects work in the intended way, we first asked if it looked like the gray cuboid was vibrating with a

binary choice (Yes/No). To answer our research question, we asked participants about the perceivedStrength and the

realism of the vibrations they saw. Therefore, we used two single-item questions, like done in prior work [23, 24, 35].

This resulted in the two following questions:

• As how strong did you perceive the gray cuboid’s vibration?

• How real did the vibration of the gray cuboid look?

Both answers had to be answered on a 7-item Likert scale. For perceivedStrength, the Likert scale ranged from no

movement at all (1) to very strong (7), and for realism, from not real at all (1) to absolute real (7).

Further, we asked about reasons that supported or prevented a realistic look of the vibration in a semi-structured

interview:

• What supported the realistic look of the movement?

• What limited the realistic look of the movement?

4.3 Participants

We recruited 20 participants (6 female, 13 male, and 1 other) with an age range from 20 to 39 years and an average of

26,15 years (SD = 4,61). The participants were recruited via mailing lists and had professional backgrounds, such as

computer science or robotics.

4.4 Apparatus

Our system utilized the HoloLens 2 as the main device. The participants could see a gray cuboid of 10 x 10 cm in size

and a height of 1 cm within the active scene. The gray cuboid was placed directly on a flat virtual surface with a size
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Fig. 2. Left: Participants sat at an empty table during the study. This illustration shows where the virtual content was located on

the table, which the participants could see through the HoloLens 2. Right: The view the participants had while looking through the

HoloLens 2 before they started a condition. Therefore, the virtual blue button to start a condition is present.

of 30 x 30 cm and a checkerboard texture. On the right side of the cuboid, a virtual button was placed to go through

different conditions; see Figure 2. The conditions were the visualEffects (sinusMotion, multipleObjects, objectBlur,

backgroundBlur, and no effect) used in this work, and their design and implementation can be seen in Section 3. Their

order was set up in the application. After finishing one state, the application automatically switched to the following

condition. The button which started a new condition was hidden while a visualization was being displayed. This further

focused on the cuboid and its visual vibration, as distractions were reduced during the effect. A notification sound

was played through the speakers of the Hololens 2 at the end of each condition, signaling to the participant that the

condition was finished. The questionnaires were filled in on a separate computer.

4.5 Task & Procedure

The experiment was conducted as a lab study. First, the participants were introduced to the study’s purpose and then

asked to agree to a consent form. After filling in a demographic questionnaire, participants started with the study. In

each condition, the participants pressed the start button when ready and looked at the scene with the gray cuboid on

the checkerboard-looking surface. The distance to the vibrating object was defined by the distance of the AR glasses

to the surface on which the virtual object was placed. The individual participants were always sitting in the same

position during the study, so the distance was always similar for a single participant for all conditions. Between each

participant, the distance could slightly differ, depending on their body sizes. The order of the different conditions was

counter-balanced using a Latin square design [5]. After each condition, participants filled in the questionnaire and

answered the semi-structured question. Participation in the study took approximately 15 minutes.

5 RESULTS

We first analyzed our quantitative data to identify if movements of the gray cuboid were perceived at all for the different

visualEffect conditions (sinusMotion, multipleObjects, objectBlur, backgroundBlur, and no effect).

Further, we investigated if the visualEffect conditions affected the perceivedStrength and the realism of the

feedback. Subsequently, we analyzed the qualitative data to understand our quantitative results better.

5.1 Quantitative Results

For analyzing the quantitative results of the vibrationRecognition, we used a chi-squared test. For the vibra-

tionStrength as well as for the vibrationRealism, we used a Friedman test to identify significant differences.
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Fig. 3. Participants’ answers whether the gray cube was perceived as moving. The y-axis shows the number of participants, and the

x-axis shows the different visual effects used.

Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction for the p-value,

resulting in a significance value of 0.01.

5.1.1 Vibration Recognition. First, it was checked if the different effects worked as intended and a vibration was

perceived.

Regarding the two visualEffects objectBlur and multipleObjects, the virtual gray cuboid was found to be vibrating

in 100% of all cases. Further, the sinusMotion was perceived as vibrating in 95% and the backgroundBlur in 25% of all

cases. For the condition no effect, the cuboid was never perceived as a vibrating object; see Figure 3. A chi-squared

test indicates significantly better vibration recognition for sinusMotion, objectBlur, and multipleObjects compared to

backgroundBlur and no effect and for the backgroundBlur compared to no effect; see Figure 3 and Table 1.
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Sample 1 (S1) Sample 2 (S2) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S1) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S2) W (effect-size) p-value

SinusMovement MultipleObjects 1.0 1.0 0.1601 1.0

SinusMovement ObjectBlur 1.0 1.0 0.1601 1.0

SinusMovement BackgroundBlur 1.0 0.0 0.7144 < .001
SinusMovement No effect 1.0 0.0 1 < .001
MultipleObjects ObjectBlur 1.0 1.0 0.1203 1.0

MultipleObjects BackgroundBlur 1.0 0.0 0.7746 < .001
MultipleObjects No effect 1.0 0.0 1.0 < .001
ObjectBlur BackgroundBlur 1.0 0.0 0.7746 < .001
ObjectBlur No effect 1.0 0.0 1.0 < .001
BackgroundBlur No effect 0.0 0.0 0.5673 < .001

Table 1. Results for the vibrationReconition of chi-square tests. Sample 1 and 2 are possible combinations of visualEffects. All

possible combinations are checked against each other to see if they have significant differences. Significant results are displayed in

bold font.

Fig. 4. Boxplots showing the participants’ answers of the perceived strength (left) and the perceived realism (right) for each visual

effect. The y-axes show the values of the answers, ranging from 1 (low) to 7 (high). The x-axes show the visual effects.

5.1.2 Vibration Strength. After the vibration recognition analysis, we gained an overview of the dependent variable

perceivedStrength. A Friedmann test indicated a significant difference for the different visualEffects (𝜒2 (4) = 61.264,

𝑝 < .001).

Post-hoc analysis performed with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated a statistically significant higher perceived-

Strength for the visualEffects sinusMotion, multipleObjects, and objectBlur in comparison to backgroundBlur and no

effect (always with 𝑝 < .001), see Figure 4 and Table 2.

5.1.3 Vibration Realism. For the dependent variable realism, a Friedman test indicated a significant difference for the

independent variable visualEffect (𝜒2 (4) = 55.880, 𝑝 < .001).

Post-hoc analysis performed with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated a statistically significant higher realism

for the visualEffects sinusMotion, multipleObjects, and objectBlur compared to backgroundBlur and no effect (always
10
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Sample 1 (S1) Sample 2 (S2) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S1) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S2) r (effect-size) p-value

SinusMovement MultipleObjects 5.5 6.0 -0.055 0.802

SinusMovement ObjectBlur 5.5 6.0 -0.046 0.834

SinusMovement BackgroundBlur 5.5 1.0 -0.840 < .001
SinusMovement No effect 5.5 1.0 -0.877 < .001
MultipleObjects ObjectBlur 6.0 6.0 -0.031 0.887

MultipleObjects BackgroundBlur 6.0 1.0 -0.865 < .001
MultipleObjects No effect 6.0 1.0 -0.877 < .001
ObjectBlur BackgroundBlur 6.0 1.0 -0.876 < .001
ObjectBlur No effect 6.0 1.0 -0.879 < .001
BackgroundBlur No effect 1.0 1.0 -0.573 0.011

Table 2. Results for the perceivedStrenth of Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests (a Bonferroni correction for the p-value of 0.01). Sample

1 and 2 are possible combinations of visualEffects. All possible combinations are checked against each other to see if they have

significant differences. Significant results are displayed in bold font.

Sample 1 (S1) Sample 2 (S2) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S1) 𝑀𝑑𝑛 (S2) r (effect-size) p-value

SinusMovement MultipleObjects 3.0 4.0 -0.305 0.171

SinusMovement ObjectBlur 3.0 5.0 -0.579 0.009
SinusMovement BackgroundBlur 3.0 1.0 -0.786 < .001
SinusMovement No effect 3.0 1.0 -0.883 < .001
MultipleObjects ObjectBlur 4.0 5.0 -0.328 0.142

MultipleObjects BackgroundBlur 4.0 1.0 -0.772 < .001
MultipleObjects No effect 4.0 1.0 -0.854 < .001
ObjectBlur BackgroundBlur 5.0 1.0 -0.850 < .001
ObjectBlur No effect 5.0 1.0 -0.877 < .001
BackgroundBlur No effect 1.0 1.0 -0.515 0.021

Table 3. Results for the realism of Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests (a Bonferroni correction for the p-value of 0.01). Sample 1 and 2 are

possible combinations of visualEffects. All possible combinations are checked against each other to see if they have significant

differences. Significant results are displayed in bold font.

with 𝑝 < .001). In addition, the visualEffect objectBlur was rated with a significantly higher realsim compared to

sinusMotion, see Figure 4 and Table 3.

5.2 Qualitative Results

The qualitative data was coded using Grounded Theory [36]. Axial and selective coding was applied, building categories

according to the questions that asked for positive or negative perceived aspects of a system [36]. Two researchers did

the coding independently of each other and discussed their results afterward to develop common codes. The goal was

to gain possible explanations for why one effect outperformed another. The qualitative results are separated into factors

that supported a realistic look of the vibration and factors which prevented a realistic look of the vibration, which were

pre-structured by the semi-structured interview questions. In addition, we will distinguish between the different effects

to better understand possible differences between them.
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Since answering the question was optional, not every participant always answered it. Hence, we had a total of 106

responses. 20 of these 106 responses will not be taken into account from now on, as they refer to the visualEffect no

effect, where no motion was perceived, which can be found in Figure 3. Therefore, we consider only the remaining 86

responses. 43 of these 86 responses addressed both realism-supporting and realism-limiting factors.

5.2.1 Realism Supporting Factors. Two arguments could be identified as supporting factors for a realistic appearance of

vibrations. These two points were the object’s movement and the cuboid’s difference from the static background.

The object’s movement was mentioned 40 out of 43 times as a possibility to support a realistic vibration appearance.

This was mainly the case for multipleObjects (10 out of 40 cases), objectBlur (14 out of 40 cases), and sinusMotion (12

out of 40 cases). In addition, the object’s movement was named four times as a supporting factor for backgroundBlur.

Exemplary answers:

• the small but fast movement (P.16, sinusMotion)

• The movement looked a bit smoother (P.17, multipleObjects)

• Mostly like I imagine a vibration, not a movement to the side, but a movement in place (P.19, objectBlur)

• just small movements like in real life (P.15, backgroundBlur)

The remaining 3 of the total 43 responses on supporting factors were related to the contrast of the gray cuboid from

the static background. This point was once mentioned for sinusMotion and 2 times for multipleObjects :

• The area the gray cuboid was placed on was not moving (P.2, sinusMotion)

• As the background was not moving, the motion of the gray object was perceived better (P.18, MultipleObjects)

5.2.2 Realism Limitating Factors. For the visualEffect sinusMotion, 8 responses regarding limiting factors were given

by the participants. In 4 out of these eight answers, it was mentioned that the seen vibration was perceived as too

strong, and in the other 4 cases, it was mentioned that the motion looked more like a flickering than a vibration:

• The movement was too strong (P.4, sinusMotion)

• It looked more like a flickering object than a vibrating one (P.6, sinuMotion)

Three different factors were named as limiting factors for the visualEffect multipleObjects in 7 out of the 43

responses. These were that the movement of the vibration was too strong (4 times) and the movement of the vibration

was too weak (1 time). In addition, it was mentioned that the movement was not convincing and looked more like

flickering:

• Too less movement (P.17, multipleObjects)

• The motion was too strong. Seemed very cartoonish (P.20, multipleObjects)

• The motion seemed very choppy. Maybe the framerate was too low (P.8, multipleObjects)

Also, three different limiting factors were named for the objectBlur with 8 out of the 43 responses. Just as with the

sinus motion, the object’s movement here was perceived as both too strong (3 times) and too weak (2 times). Further, it

was mentioned that the motion looked too static (3 times):

• The movement was too weak and too uniform (P.13, objectBlur)

• The motion was too strong (P.4, objectBlur)

• For the strength of the vibration, it looked too static (P.10, objectBlur)

10 out of 43 responses were given for the visualEffect backroundBlur. All these responses related to the point that

the effect was recognized, resulting in perceiving a motion of the background but not in perceiving the cuboid vibrating:
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• Just the background was in motion and not the object (P.8, backgroundBlur)

Further, across all conditions, it was mentioned several times (in 10 out of 43 cases) that a missing sound limited the

experience of perceiving a vibrating object:

• No sound for the friction with the surface (P.12, objectBlur)

• A sound was completely missing (P.11, multipleObjects)

6 DISCUSSION

In this work, we explored how the impression of visually perceiving a vibration of an object displayed on state-of-the-art

AR glasses could be improved. Therefore, we investigated the perceived realism of three visualEffects known from

other contexts, compared to a standard method of visualizing a vibration, namely moving the object back and forth via

a sinus function. The same function was used for the representation of the vibration by three objects, but the individual

objects were shifted in their phase. For the effects where the object itself or the background was blurred, the object

did not move, but through the animated blur effects, a movement was intended to be simulated. Instead, the blurring

effect was displayed in continuously changing intensity to simulate a vibration. In addition, all effects (sinusMotion,

multipleObjects, objectBlur, backgroundBlur) were also tested against no effect during the study. However, since no effect

only served as a control condition, the results of this effect are not considered in the discussion. In terms of perceived

realism, the object with animated blur outperformed the standard method, as confirmed by the participants’ qualitative

feedback. Both quantitative and qualitative results are discussed here. Based on this, considerations are given on which

effects might be useful to create visually represented vibrations. We lastly regard the limitations of our design and

implementation and how these might be addressed by future research or improved hardware.

6.1 Realism Supporting and Limiting Factor of the Effects

In this section, the factors that supported as well as limited the vibration realism of each visual effect are discussed. The

order of the effects in the following section differs from the order in the previous figures and tables. We will first discuss

the results of the baseline condition and afterward the results of the different tested visualEffects in descending order,

regarding their results.

6.1.1 SinusMotion. The visualEffect sinusMotion was used as our baseline condition, and the motion of the object

was calculated by using a sinus function. This method is commonly used when implementing and presenting vibrations

of objects; see Section 3. While this method achieved good results in terms of perceivedStrength, the results confirm

the problem we aim to address with this work and show that this effect lacks realism in displaying a vibration. The

well-perceived strength is also supported by the qualitative feedback, where the strength was mentioned as adequate for

representing a vibration (“The strength of the movement was optimal for vibration”, P.18) and is in line with our findings

within our pre-study in terms of defining the used amplitude; see Section 3. As a critique, participants mentioned the

motion as erratic and flickering and not as smooth as you would imagine a movement of a vibration (“Slight flickering,

chopping”, P.8) or (“Very erratic movements of the object”, P.9). This feedback confirms the findings of the technical

analysis of the device (Section 3), as well as the findings of other works investigating the transfer of established methods

onto AR HMDs [17, 29]. Established methods on other systems might need too many computational resources to be

implemented in AR, or the devices’ capabilities, like the functionality of the display and tracking, are not eligible [41].

This is supported by our findings, as even the transferring of basic mathematical functions results in a drop in frame

rate and is not well perceived in terms of realism. Therefore, we also support the findings that other methods have to
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be found to simulate the required feedback and can be found with less computational power demanding approaches

like it was done for motion blur [22] and other methods; see Section 2.

6.1.2 Object Blur. With our study, we were able to identify an animated blur effect applied to an AR object to represent

a vibration of the displayed object significantly more realistically than the baseline. While the visualEffect objectBlur

was perceived as strong as the baseline condition when presenting a vibrating object, it indeed was perceived as

significantly more realistic than the baseline condition. The objectBlur mostly met the expectations of the participants

of a vibration related to real-world experiences and how they believe a vibration would look like (“The movement

corresponded most closely to my idea of a vibrating object”, P.18), or (“Most like I imagine a vibration. No movement, but

rather a change in place”, P.19). Even though the object did not move, the objectBlur was able to simulate a vibrating

movement of the object. A possible reason for being perceived as more realistic than other conditions might be that

the motion of the objectBlur was felt as being faster than the baseline condition, as one participant mentioned (“The

vibration felt a bit faster hence more real”, P.14). Especially, the limitations of computational power were repeatedly

identified as the main reason that makes a transfer difficult or impossible; see Section 2. We can confirm and extend

the findings that even when transferring less power-demanding methods to AR, alternative possibilities should be

explored as they also here can improve the results, like in our work, the more realistic perception of vibrations. While

this visualEffect was perceived best in terms of realism, it still can be increased and further investigated in the future.

For example, the motion of the vibration was occasionally perceived as being too uniform overall for the presented

strength (“Too uniform for the vibration strength”, P.13) or (“For the strength, it looked too static”, P.10).

6.1.3 Multiple Objects. Although the visualEffect multipleObjects was implemented as an extended method of

the baseline, this effect produced comparable results to the baseline. No significant differences were found between

multipleObjects and the baseline, neither for perceivedStrength nor for realism. A reason might be that both effects

suffered from the same limiting factors, mainly regarding the presented motion; see Section 5. Even though more

intermediate states were detected (“There were more intermediate stages in this movement”, P.17), a possible reason

for this effect not being perceived more realistically than the baseline could be that the motion was still perceived as

flickering and erratic, as one response suggests: (“A bit too fast, slightly erratic. Frame rate too low?”, P.8). This might

result from the point that this effect also used a sinus function for the displacement of the objects, and the frame rate

was again slightly around 40 Hz; see Section 3. This supports the findings of other research that adjusting an effect

might slightly change the perceived effect, but is not strong enough to transfer the method adequate to AR [29]. In

addition, the more intermediate stages mentioned by the participants have not necessarily led to improved realism. The

aimed mimic of anti-aliasing could not improve the effect and might have brought new perception-based problems. For

example, 2 participants mentioned that the resulting motion was perceived as more cartoony and less than a vibration

movement (“It felt a bit like it is moving rather than vibrating”, P.14) and (“It moved a little too much. Seemed very

cartoony”, P.20).

6.1.4 Background Blur. The visual effect that represented least realistically an object vibration was the backgroundBlur.

Participants recognized that the background vibrated and not the object itself; see Section 5. Detecting an effect does

not necessarily result in not perceiving the scene as intended. For example, in the case of depth of field or motion

blur, see Section 3, it is also recognized that the background is blurred. In our study, however, participants might have

found the movement of the background was a disruptive factor, as one participant mentioned: (“By the fact that the
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background was vibrating, you could not determine whether the cube also vibrated”, P.2). Hence, for presenting a vibrating

object, moving a blurred background is not useful.

6.1.5 Design Recomendation. As long as most AR glasses do not have the ability to support anti-aliasing, we recommend

using the visualEffect of an animated objectBlur to represent vibrating AR objects on devices such as HoloLens 2.

While the presented study was conducted on the Hololens 2, the same recommendation can be made for other AR

devices as the visualEffect of an animated objectBlur, based on a shader, is less power-demanding than the standard

method of presenting a vibration calculating with a sinus function. Hence, using blurred edges for motion visualization

can be generally recommended for AR headsets to save computing power and, for example, to extend the battery life.

This will be beneficial, even if more powerful AR glasses with the computational ability to display anti-aliasing are

available.

6.2 Benefitting Application Areas

Visually induced vibrations in AR could be helpful for use cases and application areas where haptics support interaction.

It is well known that haptic feedback is a great support for gestures when selecting UI elements or exploring objects

and surfaces. Controllers that could provide haptic feedback in AR are not very useful because they are not available

or the use case keeps the hands busy, e.g., in assembly tasks or teaching and guiding manual skills. Our approach

could support learning instruments and let the strings of the guitar swing realistically. UI elements in AR placed in

midair could visually vibrate when being virtually touched. Furthermore, media that augments reality, such as virtual

water and vibrating everyday surfaces of objects that are virtually shaken, could make Augmented Gaming much more

immersive, realistic, and fun.

6.3 General Limitations And Future Work

One aspect that was mentioned occasionally for all the effects, in general, was the absence of sound. Being aware that

sound could increase the realism of perceiving a vibration as the best-known property of vibration [7], we consciously

decided to omit the use of sound in this work. The reason is that we wanted to investigate the differences in the

effects purely visually and therefore eliminate all other influencing factors. Nevertheless, in future applications, a

sound should be added when presenting a virtual vibration, as this would increase the overall experience. Regarding

the sound, it should be explored how the visual representation of vibration and the corresponding sound could be

matched best. Further, it might be of interest to investigate the objectBlur with having a texture on the blurred object.

We only displayed an object of a single color (gray) without any other factors to avoid influencing the participants.

Future investigations could also explore the blur effect on objects with texture or graphical objects that are related

to vibrations, such as smartphones. In addition, it could be investigated whether objectBlur is perceived as a realistic

motion for longer directed motion paths.

7 CONCLUSION

Inspired by the limitations of current state-of-the-art AR devices, it was explored how the perception of a visual vibration

can be increased through different concepts while being mostly independent of the platform. Therefore, we used a

HoloLens 2 device to show a gray virtual square on top of a virtual plane with a checkerboard texture to participants.

Three effects (blurring edges, blurring background, moving multiple stacked objects) were explored and compared to a

standard baseline condition (sinus wave for translation) and a control condition (no effect).
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Auser study showed that an edge blur effect with changingwidths applied to a static object is perceived as significantly

more realistic than the commonly used sinus motion used as a baseline. Qualitative feedback supports this finding.

Hence, we conclude that the object’s edge blur animation is a promising candidate to create the perception of a vibrating

AR object and could be used as an alternative to the existing standard method.
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